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Reduction of islands in full-pressure stellarator equilibria
S. R. Hudson, D. A. Monticello, and A. H. Reiman
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P.O. Box 451, Princeton, New Jersey 08543

~Received 29 January 2001; accepted 13 April 2001!

The control of magnetic islands is a crucial issue in designing stellarators. Islands are associated
with resonant radial magnetic fields at rational rotational-transform surfaces and can lead to chaos
and poor plasma confinement. In this article it is shown that variations in the resonant fields of a full
pressure stellarator equilibrium can be related to variations in the boundary via a coupling matrix,
and that inversion of this matrix determines a boundary modification for which the island content is
significantly reduced. The numerical procedure is described and the results of island optimization
are presented. Equilibria with islands are computed using the Princeton Iterative Equilibrium Solver,
and resonant radial fields are calculated via construction of quadratic-flux-minimizing surfaces. A
design candidate for the National Compact Stellarator Experiment@A. Reimann, L. Ku, D.
Monticello et al., Phys. Plasmas8, 2083~2001!#, which has a large island, is used to illustrate the
technique. Small variations in the boundary shape are used to reduce island size and to reverse the
phase of a major island chain. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1377614#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The suppression of magnetic islands is a key issue
stellarator design. The lack of continuous symmetry impl
that magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! equilibrium solutions
typically will have magnetic islands and chaotic field line
however, with careful design, the width of islands and c
otic regions may be significantly reduced. Significa
progress in this field of island suppression was made with
introduction of the Cary–Hanson technique,1 which relates
the width of magnetic islands to the residue of periodic orb
determined by field line integration, and standard compu
tional optimization routines can be used efficiently to co
struct coil configurations that produce nested flux surface
the vacuum. An alternative technique2 has been applied to
the H-1 Heliac.3 Resonant radial fields were determined v
construction of quadratic-flux-minimizing surfaces a
variations in the vertical field coil currents were used to m
nipulate the width and phase of magnetic islands in
vacuum field. A configuration was constructed for whi
vacuum magnetic islands healed as pressure was increa4

In this article we consider manipulation of the width a
phase of magnetic islands in finiteb stellarator equilibria by
making small variations to the boundary. Computation of
MHD equilibrium is provided by the Princeton Iterativ
Equilibrium Solver ~PIES!.5,6 Magnetic islands are con
trolled by controlling the resonant fields at the rational s
faces, and the resonant fields are calculated via construc
of quadratic-flux-minimizing surfaces.7 In Sec. II a descrip-
tion of the computational tools is given, and in Sec. III t
numerical procedure is described. A design candidate for
National Compact Stellarator Experiment~NCSX!8,9 is used
to illustrate the island manipulation procedure and results
presented in Sec. IV.

II. RESONANT FIELDS AND PIES

The PIES code finds solutions to the magnetohyd
dynamic equilibrium condition¹p5JÃB for general stellar-
3371070-664X/2001/8(7)/3377/5/$18.00
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ator geometry using an iteration procedure. The equilibri
is defined by a toroidal current and pressure profile, an
boundary shape. An approximate equilibrium is used to s
the PIES iterations and this is usually provided by the Var
tion Moments Equilibrium Code~VMEC!.10 VMEC calcu-
lates solutions to the MHD equilibrium condition assumi
the existence of good flux surfaces. The boundary is sp
fied by a set of Fourier harmonics for the cylindrical coord
natesR andZ in the cylindrical toroidal angle and a poloida
angle. We expect that the VMEC equilibrium contains s
gular current sheets at the rational surfaces—the magni
of which is sufficient to suppress suppress island formati

The PIES procedure involves relaxing the constraint
good flux surfaces of the magnetic field as calculated
VMEC, and iterates on the field and current using a Pic
scheme. The current is calculated according to¹p5Jn11

3Bn with the constraint¹•Jn1150. The magnetic field is
updated usingJn115¹3Bn11 with the constraint¹•Bn11

50. At each iteration, a magnetic field diagnostic dist
guishes regions of good flux surfaces and regions of isla
and chaotic field lines. On good flux surfaces magnetic
ordinates are used to solve a magnetic differential equa
for the parallel current. In islands and chaotic regions
pressure and current profiles are flattened. Upon con
gence, the equilibrium condition¹p5J3B is satisfied and
in general islands will exist at the rational surfaces, th
resolving the current singularities in the VMEC equilibrium
If the VMEC equilibrium is such that the current singular
ties are small or zero, then we expect that the island wi
calculated by PIES will be small or zero, that the VMEC a
PIES equilibra will agree, and that PIES will rapidly con
verge. In the following, each separate PIES calculation
initialized with a VMEC calculation.

Magnetic islands are caused by resonant radial magn
fields where the rotational transform is a rational value. T
continuous one-dimensional family of periodic orbits th
form a rational rotational transform flux surface in the a
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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sence of resonant fields will be reduced to a finite set
periodic orbits by the resonant field, and an island chain w
form. The periodic orbits surviving perturbation will typ
cally be the stable and unstable periodic orbits, which co
spond to theO and X points on Poincare´ plots of the mag-
netic field. In the small island approximation, where t
shear,i–8, is assumed constant across the island, the widt
the island is given11 as w}AuBnmu/ i–8m, where Bnm5(B
•¹s/B•¹f)nm is the resonant Fourier component of the
dial field at the i–5n/m rational surface,s is the radial co-
ordinate, and the prime represents a derivative with res
to s. The phase of the island chain is determined by the s
of Bnm and the sign of the shear. The manipulation of isla
width and phase presented in the following is enabled
control of the magnitude and sign of the resonant field.

A method for calculating resonant fields at rational s
faces has been incorporated into PIES. This method is b
on the construction of quadratic-flux-minimizing surface
The construction of these surfaces was presented earlier7 and
for the purposes of this article it is sufficient to note tha
rational quadratic-flux-minimizing surface passes direc
through the corresponding island chain, and may be con

FIG. 1. Cross sections of NCSX design li383.
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ered as a rational flux surface of an underlying unpertur
magnetic field. The resonant radial field is constructed as
field normal to the quadratic-flux-minimizing surface. In th
following, the term ‘‘resonant field’’ shall refer to the actio
gradient2 calculated during the construction of a give
quadratic-flux-minimizing surface.

III. COUPLING MATRIX

A set of islands that we wish to control is selected. Ge
erally the lowest order resonances present will produce
largest magnetic islands. A convenient method of selec
the lowest order rationals is guided by the Farey t
construction.12 The corresponding set of resonant fields th
needs to be controlled is represented byB
5(Bn1m1

,Bn2m2
, . . ., )T.

We expect that an (n,m) island width will be strongly
affected by an (n,m) resonant deformation of the plasm
boundary in magnetic coordinates and perhaps thro
coupling to neighboring modes, so a set of independ
boundary variation parameters is constructed as follows.
consider the minor radiusr 5(r nm cos(mu2nNf) of the
plasma boundary to be a Fourier series in the cylindri
toroidal angle and the poloidal angle used in VMEC
construct the inputR and Z harmonics. The conversion t
cylindrical space is given asR5r cosu, Z5r sinu. For a
change r→r 1dr nm cos(mu2nNf), the input Fourier
harmonics for the VMEC code change according toRm21,n

→Rm21,n1dr nm/2, Rm11,n→Rm11,n1dr nm/2, Zm21,n

→Zm21,n2dr nm/2, Zm11,n→Zm11,n1dr nm/2. In principle
we may change infinitely many boundary harmonicsr nm ,
but a small set is chosen to match the islands that will
targeted and this becomes the vector of independent pa
etersr5(r n1m1

,r n2m2
, . . . ,)T.

Now the problem is amenable to standard treatme
where the functional dependence ofB on r is represented by

B~r01dr !5B~r0!1C•dr1 . . . , ~1!

wherer050 is the initial boundary shape anddr is a small
boundary variation. The coupling matrixC represents de-
i-
FIG. 2. Rotational transform profile of the li383 equ
librium.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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rivative information and will in general be anM3N matrix,
whereM is the number of resonant fields, andN is the num-
ber of independent boundary variations. Thej th column of
the coupling matrix is determined through a VMEC/PIE
run by making a small changedr njmj

and taking the differ-
ence in the resonant fields from the original equilibrium,
vided by the change. Hence,N11 VMEC/PIES runs are
required to determine the coupling matrix.

The coupling matrix is inverted using the singular val
decomposition~SVD!,13 CÄUwVT, whereU and V are or-
thonormal andw is the diagonal matrix of singular values.
there are more variables than equations more than one
tion may exist and the nullspace is spanned by the colu
of U corresponding to zero singular values, of which the
will be at leastN2M .

Islands are removed ifBÄ0, so by choosing a correctio
to the boundarydr according to

dr i 1152Vw21UTBi , ~2!

where as in standard singular value decomposition te
niques the zero, and if desired the small, eigenvalues
ignored in the inversion ofw, andBi is the vector of resonan
fields at thei th iteration. In practice, several iterations w
be required to achieve the desired accuracy.

IV. APPLICATION TO NCSX

To illustrate the technique a design candidate, li383,
NCSX is studied. The motivation of the NCSX design gro
is to achieve compact stellarator configurations with go
transport and stability properties atb54%, with quasiaxi-
symmetry used to obtain good drift trajectories. Cross s
tions of the configuration li383 are shown in Fig. 1, and t
rotational transform profile is shown in Fig. 2. A Poinca´
plot ~Fig. 3! of the PIES field after 32 iterations shows isla
chains and thei–53/5 island is quite large. In this and in th
other Poincare´ plots that are shown, the Poincare´ section is
thef50 plane and 50 field lines are followed starting alo
the u50 line. In addition, field lines at theX points of sev-
h
pr
. I
ul
h
o
T
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eral low order island chains are followed and the quadra
flux-minimizing surface and an estimated separatrix are p
ted over one period of each island chain. The separatrix
the island chains has been calculated using the resonan
dial field and the shear at the rational surface of the VM
equilibrium. PIES has not yet converged for this case, but
information about the island width is still useful for constru
tion of the coupling matrix.

In this application of the island reducing technique, t
(3,5),(6,10),(3,6) and (6,12) resonances are targeted,
the (3,9),(3,8),(3,7),(3,6),(3,5) and (3,4) boundary h
monics are varied. The (3,7) resonance is also present in
configuration, but this has not been targeted. The (6,
resonance produces an island at the same rational surfa
the (3,5), namely, ati–53/5, and may be considered th
second harmonic of the (3,5) resonance. If the (6,10) re
nant field is not targeted, this may cause an island ch
topologically distinct from that of the (3,5). For this set
resonant fields and independent boundary variation par
eters, the coupling matrix is

FIG. 3. Poincare´ plot of full-b initial li383 configuration after 32 PIES
iterations.
S dB3,5

dB6,10

dB3,6

dB6,12

D 5S 20.156 03, 0.946 45, 20.733 97, 21.135 06, 20.172 82, 20.305 78

0.126 27, 0.177 90, 0.021 46, 0.198 75,20.070 25, 0.013 04

20.054 87, 20.227 73, 20.500 56, 0.241 40, 20.300 79, 0.015 31

20.008 74, 0.030 67, 20.003 51, 0.008 27, 20.003 27, 20.000 83

D S dr 3,9

dr 3,8

dr 3,7

dr 3,6

dr 3,5

dr 3,4

D . ~3!
Table I details the convergence of the Newton iterations. T
Newton iterations are terminated after four steps as this
vides sufficient reduction of the islands as seen in Fig. 4
a true Newton iteration procedure, the coupling matrix wo
be re-calculated at every iteration. In this application suc
procedure is too slow and the coupling matrix is n
changed; nevertheless, the convergence is satisfactory.
e
o-
n
d
a
t
he

total change in the boundary variation parameters is

dr5~20.001 84,

20.000 26, 0.000 56, 0.003 00, 0.000 12, 0.000 64!T.

~4!
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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These variations are several millimeters in magnitude
are too small to distinguish when plotted on the scale sho
in Fig. 1, and generally have little impact on stability a
other physics. However, the case shown does destabilize
ballooning modes on some surfaces. This is not surpris
considering that the li383 configuration has been optimi
to provide marginal ballooning stability at full pressure.

The healed configuration has converged after 32 ite
tions. As mentioned, if the equilibrium has no islands, or
the width of the islands is less than the radial grid used
PIES, then PIES and VMEC will agree and PIES will rapid
converge. If the equilibrium displays islands and PIES is
fully converged, the island width after a given number
iterations is still sufficient for calculation of the couplin
matrix and for the success of the Newton procedure in
moving islands.

The same procedure that is used to eliminate the isla
may be used to create islands. With the possibility of s
healing effects and for the design of trim coils, where t
flexibility to eliminate islands caused by design or constr
tion error, which may be of either phase, is required, it
interesting to design configurations with islands of oppos
phase. To do this, Eq.~2! becomes

dr52Vw21UT~B2Bs!, ~5!

whereBs is a vector of desired settings of the resonant fiel
We choose to setBs5(2B3,5

o ,0,0,0), whereB3,5
o is the reso-

nant field component determined for the original li383 co
figuration shown in Fig. 3, and proceed as before. Apply
the boundary variation,

TABLE I. Convergence of the Newton method.

Iteration uB3,5u uB6,10u uB3,6u uB6,12u

0 1.831023 1.631024 1.331024 1.431025

1 1.331024 3.431025 1.031024 2.431026

2 6.731025 3.431025 5.131025 1.931026

3 2.431025 6.731025 4.031026 5.431027

FIG. 4. Poincare´ plot of a full-b island-reduced li383 configuration.
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dr5~20.004 16,

20.003 64,0.001 74,0.004 28,0.001 20,0.001 30!T,

~6!

to the original configuration swaps the phase of the (3
island in the full pressure full current equilibrium shown
Fig. 5. As noted earlier, the phase of the island depends
the sign of the resonant field and the sign of the shear at
rational surface. The changes made to the equilibrium h
no significant impact on the rotational transform profile; th
to change the phase of the island it is sufficient to control
resonant field only.

A zero-pressure equilibrium is calculated with PIES w
the same boundary as the full pressure healed configura
As pressure is lowered the islands reappear~Fig. 6!. To
eliminate the islands at both zero and full pressure, us
made of the null space of the coupling matrix. To the ac
racy of the determination of the coupling matrix, an
changes to the boundary which are spanned by the two
umns ofV corresponding to the zero eigenvalues ofw will
not impact on the island content of the full pressure hea
configurations. Thus, to eliminate islands at both zero a
full pressure, we make small changes within this null spa
to eliminate the islands at zero pressure. Another, redu

FIG. 5. Poincare´ plot of a full-b phase-reversed li383 configuration after 3
PIES iterations.

FIG. 6. Poincare´ plot of full-b island-reduced li383 configuration at zerob.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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coupling matrix, with dimensions of 432 is constructed, in
which the independent parameters are boundary variat
spanned by the two null space vectors and the target v
ables are the same four resonant fields as those targ
above. In such a case with more equations to be solved
variables, rather than being a family of solutions there is
fact no exact solution. In such a case the SVD procedure
provide an approximate solution and the island widths
zero pressure are reduced~Fig. 7!. Another PIES calculation
~Fig. 8! confirms that the zero pressure island healing va
tion do not disturb the full pressure islands. Again, the
configurations, having small islands, are converged.

V. COMMENTS AND FUTURE WORK

Fixed boundary variations enable control of island ph
and width. We have shown that a major island chain in

FIG. 7. Poincare´ plot of a full-b and zero-b island-reduced configuration a
zerob.

FIG. 8. Poincare´ plot of a full-b and a zero-b island-reduced configuration
at full b.
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NCSX design candidate li383 may be eliminated or crea
with either phase by careful choice of boundary variation.
practice, the plasma boundary shape is controlled by the
design and possibly by additional trim coils. With seve
independent boundary variation parameters, chosen to
vide sufficient flexibility in controlling specific islands, sev
eral different plasma states may be optimized with respec
island reduction.

The fixed boundary variations required to eliminate t
magnetic islands may be related to normal magnetic field
the surface and by consideration of the coupling matrix it c
be determined which fields generated by the coils are m
crucial in reducing island widths and thus which aspects
the coil design need to be carefully controlled.

The changes made to the boundary are small and t
cally have a small impact on other physics parameters, N
ertheless, as the design is optimized to provide marginal
looning stability at full pressure, the changes made to
boundary can potentially de-stabilize the equilibrium w
respect to ballooning modes. Future work will augment
target function with various measures of stability. Altern
tively, variations in the null space of the coupling matr
may be used to optimize the physics properties of the isl
eliminated equilibrium. Presently, the technique described
this article is being implemented in free boundary PIES c
culations where the independent parameters to be varied
those parameters describing the geometry of the coils;
results of this will be described in a future article.
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